
ECON7012 Tutorial 3 group workshop
The Clem Jones (Clem 7) tunnel in Brisbane was complete in 2010. Traffic volumes in this privately 
-owned tunnel were far below forecasts. The graph below (from here), shows the daily traffic 
volumes from opening until early 2010. The pertinent facts are as follows. 

April 6, 2010: Tolls introduced $2.95 June 28, 2010: Tolls reduced to $2.00  
(22,315 daily trips in June) (27,618 daily trips in July)

Source: Traffic volumes on Australian toll roads, Charting Transport. Blog. 

Imagine it is late 2010. In completing this task you can choose the perspective of the tunnel 
owner (who wants to maximise profits) or the State  government (who wants to maximise total 
welfare).  

Identify how the following economic concepts are relevant to making decisions about this tunnel.

1. Sunk costs
2. Opportunity cost
3. Marginal benefit and cost
4. Elasticities
5. Economic efficiency (surpluses)
6. Price discrimination

Consider bringing some notes about this task to class. You will have 20 minutes to confer with the 
group at your table before picking out the major point relating to each economic concept. We will 
then compare how groups interpreted the situation in terms of economic theories.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clem_Jones_Tunnel
http://chartingtransport.com/2012/03/03/traffic-volumes-on-australian-toll-roads/
http://www.apple.com


I am taking the perspective of Tunnel Owner / State government (circle one)

Concept Ideas / thoughts / notes Conclusion

Sunk costs Owner + government:
The full capital cost of the project is sunk. 
How much was spent, be it $1 billion, or 
$5 billion, is no longer relevant to the 
decision from this point forward. The only 
relevant questions concern variable costs, 
which could make the marginal cost of an 
extra user of the tunnel slightly positive. 

Owner:
If marginal cost is zero, simply maximise 
revenue. 

State gov:
Ignore pleading about bailouts etc. 

Opportunity 
cost

Owner:
Opportunity cost of getting another car 
through the tunnel is the next best 
alternative use of the tunnel. It is unlikely 
that there are many that preclude more 
cars.
State gov:
Opportunity cost of expanding surface 
roads to take an extra vehicles is the 
opportunity to get more vehicles through 
the tunnel instead. 

Owner:
Options are limited and focus should be on 
increasing profitability from higher vehicle 
use.

State gov:
There is a cheap option to expand road 
capacity by using the tunnel instead of 
building new surface roads. 

Marginal 
benefit and 
cost

Owner:
If marginal cost is zero, then to maximise 
profits is MR=MC, which is MR=0, which 
is to maximise revenue (MR is derivative 
of revenue, set to zero is a maximum)
State gov:
If the marginal benefit of paying to put 
cars through the tunnel excess the 
marginal cost of other ways to expand 
road capacity, it might be worth 
considering

Owner:
Maximise revenues

State gov:
Negotiate ways to increase tunnel usage 
before considering expanding road 
construction. 

Elasticities Owner:
To maximise revenue requires setting a 
price where elasticity = 1

State gov:
Knowing this choice of the toll road owner 
means knowing that they are taking the 
monopolist choice, and that there will be 
spare capacity. 

Owner:
Ratchet up price until profits stop rising.

State gov:
Negotiate ways to increase tunnel usage 
before considering expanding road 
construction. 

Economic 
efficiency 
(surpluses)

Owner:
Maximise producer surplus by setting the 
monopoly price. 

State gov:
Consider the deadweight loss from this!

Owner:
Put prices up.

State gov:
Get more usage of the tunnel by trying to 
get prices down. 
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Price 
discrimination

Owner:
Where possible, charge different prices for 
different users to further increase the 
producer surplus (profits)

State gov:
Ensure price discrimination does not 
result in adverse consequences for the 
type of users left on surface roads. 

Owner:
Set prices for each segment of the market 
where the elasticity of demand = 1.

State gov:
Consider negotiating rules that force 
discounts for emergency vehicles, busses, 
or other users, that would result in greater 
social surplus. 
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Additional question to get you thinking
1. At theme parks queuing is the main method used to ration rides amongst those already in the 

park. However some theme parks charge a fee for the ability to skip the queue. Thus queuing 
is an example of non-price rationing that can instead be priced. 
 
Provide three more examples of non-price rationing used by firms that could instead be priced. 
These may be historical examples where prices are now more commonly used.

Lotteries for visas are used in the US, as well as pricing them. 
Leg room on flights, upgrades on flights where there are empty seats.
Warranties can be separately priced rather than included in the price of the good. 
Organs could be priced, rather than donated. 

More in this interesting book: What Money Can’t Buy, by Michael Sandel. 

2. You have entered a new market for residential water supply where each home is now fitted with 
a digital smart water meter that measures and records instantaneous consumption every 10 
seconds of the day and total consumption summarised each hour, day, week or month. There 
are no established norms for pricing in this new market as previously there was a fixed fee per 
house for unlimited water supply.  
 
You notice that with the additional information at hand from these smart metres that many 
pricing options are available.  
 
Please describe three pricing options for your firm, and for each, describe how they could be 
implemented in this market and why.

Surge pricing: based on instant demand, change the price
Third degree price discrimination: charge different users different prices (seniors, students, 
household in wealthy suburbs). 
Second degree price discrimination: charge different prices for low and high uses of water.
Peak load pricing: charge based on the highest water use day over a period. 
+ may others. Use your imagination.  

3. What are three ways to price discriminate in the airline industry?

By the time the ticket is purchased relative to the flight. 
By time of day, time of year, and time of week flights. 
By seating position. 
By characteristics of the buyers- seniors, children, etc.
By quantity - discounts to frequent travellers. 
+ more. 

https://www.amazon.com/What-Money-Cant-Buy-Markets/dp/0374533652

